WhoTube® Technology for TransLogic® Systems

WhoTube card swipe technology provides a chain of custody solution and additional security for TransLogic pneumatic tube systems. Enhanced security is provided with secure transactions tracking both sender and receiver with protected station access. The swipe of a valid access card unlocks the station control panel and, dependent on station type, releases the secure carrier or unlocks the station access door for access.
Secure Transactions

To send a secure transaction:

1. Swipe access card.
2. Select “Badge Secure Transaction” from user menu.
4. Station automatically locks if another transaction is not initiated within 20 seconds.

To receive a secure transaction, an access card must be swiped to release the carrier into the station bin.

All sender/receiver information is recorded with each transaction.

Features & Benefits

- All WhoTube card swipes are recorded with the transaction
- Sending capability is available only to approved users
- Supports a wide variety of proximity card technologies
- Restricts access to sending secure, receiving secure and stat transactions
- Integrates with existing facility access control system
- Provides access to security access doors